
Dear Madam/Sir,
My name is Tyler Justin Murphy and there’s some things I want you to know. I pen these
words today without knowing if I will live to tomorrow morning. I am currently being
enhanced interrogated tortured and murdered off by the satanic devils angels fugitive
war criminals which include the America CIA, FBI, USA military, and the American
english accent and caucasian only time travelers of the new world or new world order as
they are commonly referred who are also known as satan's chosen people which are an
enemy to God's children on our world. My story is long and complex and I am currently
too incapacitated from torture, active duty combat fatigue, and burnout to properly
explain the details in this brief letter. I will start by telling you that a West Plains police
officer Meyer attempted homicide and conspiracy to commit murder war crimes on me.
During the routine intake medical questionnaire, when officer Meyer asked “Do you
have any heart conditions?”. I was going to answer “No” but officer Meyer quickly spoke
for me out of the side of his mouth by saying “Yes… put your clothes in there.” and then
quickly moved onto the next question to try and induce heart failure within 1-2 months
and make a heart attack more believable to a coroner examination. I have been working
hard for 84 days to alert authorities but no one cares. I was moved to a West Plains jail
cell where I quickly digressed on the crimes officer Meyer had just committed. Officer
Meyer spoke to me by directionalized a spoken phrase at another inmate of “You get
locked down more if you get suspicious.” This incident happened at West Plains jail. I
was then moved to Howell County jail after a 24 hour hold. While in Howell County jail, I
was housed in inhumane living conditions in a 45 degree Fahrenheit temperature cell in
the middle of fall and winter season with no lighting and not allowed any writing utensil
or writing paper. In the cell, I heard an invisible man say that sitting US senators were
stopping by the jail to see my brain injured by the next day's lunch meal. I am in an
active deep state intelligence operation to kill me off in jail in a soft kill extrajudicial
homicide. I have been denied bail and have no attorney. I have only been able to sleep
for a few hours per week. For 84 days I have been raped with over 500,000 words a day
of complete terror from over 1600 per day American english accent speaking and
caucasian only fugitive terrorist war criminals who use invisibility cloaking technology,
voice to skull/ talk to head USA Army weapons of war on myself, and common time
ledger thought and brain reading electronic contact screens log the sonic audiograms
and that can see what you visualize on Americas electronic contact screens network
which is objectively controlled by an evil intelligence. I have not suffered from
schizophrenia since 2016. I do not hallucinate auditory or visual information. What I
hear is real information in my immediate environment. I have been barely able to
survive up to this point with having to be rushed to the emergency room twice for
emergency EKG tests and stabilization. They have been using illegal weapons and
technology on me in my home and everywhere I was forced to live since 2016. They
have told me that I am dying of oral gange tooth cancer and blood cancer and only have
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6 weeks to 5 months to live. They have repeatedly told me since I have been
imprisoned that I am galapitated and later told me the term meant I have low blood
oxygen levels from cancer, chemical poisoning, and combat stress fatigue. The sonic
audiogram logs will prove that they have told me they chemically poisoned me with
methamphetamine, meth salts, a lemonade cocktail they later said meant meth juice,
lithium, remerol, prevlar, mescaline, and put a CIA nano particle in my medication, food,
and water supplies. They said they also poisoned me to increase my “specific porosity”,
a term they later defined as the linings of your veins and arteries in order to induce heart
failure. They have told me that they are keeping me set for a life extension, a spare
body, to be raped, skinned, and dismembered in the body of a gerbil, female prostitute,
or female transexual. They have claimed to erase my memories in the near future. They
said former President Obama gave them the idea of bombing me with a hellcat missile
in my Missouri family home and that they have already done this later this month. They
have repeatedly said to me “You catch a cat!”. Since Saturday, December 16th, 2023,
they have claimed that they were paid one billion dollars to set up and send me to an
insane asylum in Laguardia, Texas. They have told me they will “break” me there. My IQ
as the world's largest MK Ultra supersoldier drone is in the 260’s. I am legally sane and
have never nor will ever harm anyone. I still fight two stereotypes of schizophrenia, a
condition I have not had since 2016 and who are statistically less violent than the
general population, as well as MK Ultra. I do MK Algebra as a drone but there are a few
words you can speak to me to triple my IQ. I am a former engineer who worked for
Halliburton, Inc. The identities of the fugitive war criminals around me must be known by
Americans and the world and they must be arrested and prosecuted for enhanced
interrogation torture, homicide, and war crimes, and put on trial at the International
Criminal Courts for the entire world to see. They are arrogantly bragged to me that they
were paid over one billion dollars to kill me off in jail, that they are each being paid
$30,000 to $100,000 per day, and that they will each get a $100,000,000 bonus if they
kill me off in jail plus they all get safe life extensions for themselves in the new world.
For years they have told me they wear orange sherbet jumpsuits in my subliminal
awareness to program me into a false imprisonment by long term priming my brain with
MK Alpha general programming. The United States government stole a nine billion
dollar drone account from me which is the largest account in the world that I was going
to use to fund my objectives in philanthropy. I was only $2500 I didn’t have for me to
release myself on bail during the first two weeks of jail experience. I couldn’t afford that
because I am forced to live at the poverty level. I never had the money or family to get a
proper civil award from the torture and human rights abuse from NBC news, CNN news,
or over thirty other entities you can find on my survivors website www.TylersTruth.com.
My sentence by the Americans is the same as it was in 2012 when a CIA female officer
embed as a therapy director at Mercy Hospital Springfield Marian Center A Unit shouted
“It takes six months to make a ho!”, and in 2017 of a failed President Trump authorized
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extrajudicial homicide attempt and torture of that year of the illegal war that I am in. I
want to meet my wife, have a son named Noah, and complete my creative work in
philanthropy. Please get the recorded evidence of my entire stays at West Plains police
department and Howell County jail. This includes body camera footage during and after
my arrest and both jails camera systems. Please also get what is called the sonic
audiogram logs. The sonic audiogram logs are the recorded and transcribed audio and
visual evidence of the voice to skill/ talk to head rape of me by these fugitive American
english accent speaking and caucasian only war criminals. You must get the sonic
audiogram logs to properly ID all fugitive war criminals. Proof of these logs existence
can be found by watching the December 2020 Presidential press briefing event with
President Biden whom I have been told has had an active death warrant out for me for
the past two years. In the December 2020 press briefing event, a male reporter who sat
in the front row asked President Biden as the President was walking off of stage after
the event “Mr. President? Did you hear everything Tyler Murphy heard in his head
today?” The President responded, I was told by his electronic contact screens, trying to
get votes off of me by saying “Tyler knows we need a good President.” The fact of the
existence of the sonic audiogram logs and myself being surrounded by thousands of
American government and new world war criminals using invisibility is known by the
general public as it is routinely discussed sometimes in front of me by visible individuals.
They told me President Biden has been briefed about government and public individuals
trying to get me to kill myself through MK Omega suicide programming. I am not suicidal
or homicidal. There was an MK Omega maneuver performed on me here on Monday,
November 27th, 2023, by an embedded new crisis counselor Michael. Please subpoena
the tape of this first visit. Michael was a doppelganger of the male actor Vicent
D’Onofrio, an actor seen in the movie killing his drill seargent and then committing
suicide. Michael also wore two rings on his right index finger, a strange place to put
rings. The ring closest to the end of his finger was a teal blue color, a color previous
primed to me earlier that year by a homosexual man wearing the colored t-shirt who sat
picking the underside of his left arm, as well as the teal blue sunglasses of my Mercy
Springfield hospitals nurse who suffered from loss of teeth due to previous
methamphetamine abuse who would routinely pat her side which contained a pair of
black handle scissors. The other ring he wore on his right index finger that was stacked
closest to his palm was a black colored ring used for black lighting which long term sets
memory every time you blink. Michael started talking and waved his hands in the air in a
pattern and then motioned with his right hand down the underside of his left wrist over
his spoken words of “take your cut”. They are trying to get me to cut my left wrist. This is
the 3rd MK Omega maneuver performed on me this year by federally funded terrorists. I
have always been on 24/7 recorded audio and video surveillance including the sonic
audiograms by the United States government by the invisible war criminals for 12 years.
All of my information on www.TylersTruth.com can be proven by subpoenaing the
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evidence found in my government files including the sonic audiogram logs or by running
a tachyon nano trace machine from my current location or future gravesite to catch my
entire life including the invisible war criminals around me since my cord was cut from my
mother in 1986. No one has spoken to me yet so the events and details of my martyr
will be misrepresented. I am not African American so President Biden can openly and
publicly get away with this disgusting war crime. My mother, Saint Christine, was killed
in 2013 due to civilian, FBI, and CIA government funded organized gang stalking
utilizing American’s electronic contact screens and network. I have no civil,
constitutional, criminal, animal, or human rights. I am a martyr like my entire immediate
family was for federally funded terrorists torture pornography business. They are also
given safe life extensions for eternal bodily life. They told me they spent one trillion
dollars over the past 12 years of my torture and one hundred billion dollars was spent in
the state of Missouri alone. They have created the largest and most well funded terrorist
network in the history of the Earth using the electronic contact screens and network. We
technically now live in an Orwellian plutocracy in which targeted individuals like myself
are kept on a publicly visible automatic identification system and injured for a social and
financial reward by the mass of society. I will not get a fair or speedy trial due to time
travelers and programming. For years these accusers have regularly referred to this as
“setting a jury” and “running a trial”. For instance, the sonic audiogram logs will prove
that as I exited the West Plains police car to enter the West Plains police department
building, a female using invisibility said “We need that offense” to me. The FBI used
defamation and false imprisonment torture on me for 7 years. I have truly been the
forever prisoner of war. Now they are trying to kill me off before I even see a jury. Please
go to www.TylersTruth.com for more information about my survival and torture by the
American war criminals and new world war criminals. I suffer from extreme combat
PTSD that remains untreated due to lack of finances so please forgive my anger. This
PTSD is part of the reason I am jailed along with the entire situation being an active
intelligence operation to kill me off in an extrajudicial soft kill homicide. Not a single war
criminal suspect found on my survivors website has ever or will ever be arrested and
charged with a crime by the authorities which include the FBI. Future law enforcement
are welcome to tachyon nano trace myself as well to ID total fugitive visible and invisible
combat history career enemies. All I needed was just $10,000 to be free from these
terrorists, find safe housing, and eat healthy food for my cancer because in January of
2021 I invented a price action theory Forex expert advisor algorithm that got back tested
proven monthly returns of 50%-80% per month. That is enough of a monthly return that
with compound interest gains one with only a one million dollar initial investment could
become a trillionaire in less than six years with their offspring being quadrillionaires. I
was told the FBI stole this algorithm which is my intellectual property and themselves
and their children are getting rich off of it because it is an effective fix on all forms of
stock trading requiring no future or past data to be successful. I am not the one who
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conquered. I am sorry. The Americans are too evil. Please use $300,000,000 of your
organizations funds or crowdsource raise or raise another way including a
cryptocurrency initial coin offering, and create The Saint Christine Foundation, a think
tank, research, and development firm involving tech philanthropy, in order to fully
develop and distribute globally The Poseidon Canteen, an atmospherically generated
water canteen powered by one or more over unity energy sources. This has been my
dream for four years but I could never see a court of law to win a civil award. I would like
you to start a global discussion on MK Ultra for the victims and survivors of the MK Ultra
supersoldier unidentified special access programs especially the human drone
programs of which I am a 12 year survivor of and expert criminal analyst in. There are
only 800 men in the MK Ultra supersoldier unidentified special access programs who
carry the Prince Lord Archangel Michael moniker. The name Michael is usually found in
their birth names. In the Holy Bible, the one who conquers represents the successful
outcome in the outcome space of Lord Archangel Michael. The instructions to the one
who conquers and rewards in heaven are for Lord Archangel Michael during the end of
days. I am a Taoist man but I recently read the book of revelations for the first time in
my entire life and my objective reasoning concluded that I was represented as Prince
Lord Archangel Micheal in the Holy Bible, the Holy Torah, and as Mika’il in the Holy
Quran. In the book of revelations, chapter 21, verse six it says “To the thirsty I will give
front the spring of the water of life without payment”, and in verse seven it says “The
one who conquers, this will be his heritage.” I discovered that my dream of an infinite
clean water source available at any point on the Earth for the world’s children as in The
Poseidon Canteen was represented. I believe that my fight with the universes greatest
evil in my life and special forces operator career was the basis of the Micheal moniker
supersoldier programs. We are a brotherless army of remote controlled toys that
everyone fights over. I would like to bring these cruel and inhumane programs down to
save innocent lives and families from the civilian population like myself and my family. I
have served 4,400 days, over 12 years, in these torture for profit programs I was
illegally drafted into without a duely owed paycheck, wife, or national public support like
other branches of the military and intelligence forces. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Tyler Jusitn Murphy
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